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Abstract: Geogas-carried metal prospecting, an integral part of deep-penetrating geochemistry, is potentially effective in the geochemical exploration of concealed ore deposits. However, its principles and applicability remain controversial. This study summarizes and discusses the progress in geogas-carried metal prospecting in China. The method comprises three constituents: geogas, nanoparticles, and their vertical transportation. Researchers have failed to determine the exact contributions of different sources of geogas. Studies on Pb isotopes, rare earth element patterns of geogas, the comparisons between metals in soil, geogas, and ore geochemistry, and characteristics of nanoscale metals in earthgas (NAMEG), confirmed the relationship between NAMEG and concealed ore deposits. A statistical analysis of field experiments and applications showed that geogas-carried metal prospecting is applicable for the geochemical exploration of magmatic and hydrothermal Cu, Au, Zn, Pb, U, Sn, and Ag deposits and is suitable for most geochemical landscapes except deserts and cold swamps. Finally, genetic models of NAMEG anomalies were constructed. High-permeability migration channels are critical in the formation of NAMEG anomalies over concealed ore deposits. Future work entails applying geogas-carried metal prospecting to certain types of ore deposits and geochemical landscapes and studying NAMEG to provide quantitative information for targeting concealed ore deposits.
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1. Introduction

As the focus of geochemical exploration shifts from shallow to deep crustal levels, traditional geochemical methods are inadequate for the geochemical exploration of concealed ore deposits with various covers. Exploration geochemists proposed deep-penetrating geochemistry to solve the issue [1–5]. It identifies and strengthens weak geochemical anomalies derived from deep concealed ore deposits. Geogas-carried metal prospecting is an integral part of deep-penetrating geochemistry. The concept of geogas prospecting was initially proposed by Kristiansson and Malmqvist [6] and is based on the fact that the Rn anomaly over a deep concealed uranium ore deposit cannot be explained by ordinary diffusion. The principle of geogas prospecting suggests that Rn atoms are transported not only by ordinary diffusion but, more importantly, by ascending gas flow, which slowly carries them upward through the caprock towards the surface. Subsequently, geogas prospecting was
formally proposed as a novel and effective tool in the search for concealed ore deposits [7].
Geogas prospecting has been recognized under different names, including the molecular
form of elements [8], particulate transport in the Earth [9], nanoscale metals in earthgas
(NAMEG) [10], and the metal-in-soil-gas (MSG) technique [11,12]. In this study, geogas
prospecting is referred to as geogas-carried metal prospecting to highlight its significance
and uniqueness.

Geogas-carried metal prospecting has undergone nearly 40 years of development,
and its principles and methods have been continuously improved. Chinese researchers
have made significant progress in the fields of fundamental principles, the research and
development of technical devices, experimental simulations, and field applications. In the
1990s, six topics for future research on geogas-carried metal prospecting were proposed
as follows: (1) the composition, flow rate, and distribution pattern of geogas, and its
relationship with the heterogeneity of the crust and mantle; (2) seasonal changes in geogas;
(3) the applicability of geogas-carried metal prospecting in different climatic, geographical
and geological conditions; (4) the migration of nanoscale-to-submicron-scale particles
carried by geogas and the transformation of the particles into various active states in
supergene environments; (5) locating concealed ore deposits with tactical geogas-carried
metal prospecting; and (6) an analysis method for geogas [13]. Items (1), (2), and (4) are part
of the study of the microscopic mechanism of geogas-carried metal prospecting, and items
(3), (5), and (6) aid in the application of geogas-carried metal prospecting. This paper mainly
focuses on items (3) to (5). Based on the summary of advances in the principles of geogas-
carried metal prospecting, field experiments, and applications, this study discusses
the applicability of geogas-carried metal prospecting in different climatic, geographical,
and geological conditions, and constructs typical genetic models and application scenarios
of geogas-carried metal prospecting.

2. Advances in the Concept and Principle of Geogas-Carried Metal Prospecting
2.1. Evolution of the Concept of Gas-Carried Metal Prospecting

Geogas-carried metal prospecting originated from Rn anomaly research. Radon concentra-
tion in soil gas near the surface is an indicator of concealed uranium mineralization at
depths equal to or more than 100 m. The half-life of Rn is 3.8 d, which suggests that a more
powerful and faster transport mechanism to lift Rn to the surface must be in place instead of
traditional diffusion [14]. Subsequently, the presence of microflows of geogas was demon-
strated in 26 boreholes at three different sites, and the flow rates varied from $60 \times 10^{-4}$
to $4 \text{cm}^3/\text{min} \cdot \text{m}^2$ in a horizontally projected borehole area [15]. The trace elements in
the geogas were further studied, and the results suggested that the elements carried by a stream
of gas bubbles may be a potential prospecting method for concealed mineralization [16].
Based on these studies, the hypothesis of geogas-carried metal prospecting has been pro-
posed: ore-related and pathfinder elements in concealed ore bodies were carried to the
surface, forming geochemical anomalies, through the ascending microflow of gas bubbles.
The geochemical anomalies are good indicators of geochemical exploration for concealed
deposits. Several case studies primarily verified the effectiveness of geogas-carried metal
prospecting. The studies included Au and As anomalies in snow immediately over a
massive sulfide ore, Ni anomalies over a Cu–Ni mineralization covered by 1–2 m thick
glacial till, Cu and Zn anomalies over the Golden Cross gold deposit covered by approx-
imately 100 m of andesite, and Ni anomalies over massive sulfide ore bodies at a depth
of approximately 1000 m [7]. Deep-penetrating geochemistry was proposed to explain
geochemical anomalies in surface media over concealed ore deposits at a depth of several
hundred meters [2–5,10,17,18]. Wang et al. [17] proposed the concept of ultrafine gold
and concluded that a considerable amount of Au exists in the form of ultrafine particles
in various media (e.g., rocks, stream sediments, and soils). Wang et al. [10] proposed the
NAMEG method for the exploration of deep concealed ore bodies in overburden terrains,
namely ultra-fine or nanoscale ore-related and pathfinder elements are carried by ascending
gas flow from deep earth to the surface, forming geochemical anomalies over the concealed
ore deposits. Many researchers have directly discovered nanoscale metals in geogas, which strongly supports the NAMEG hypothesis [18–23].

The unanimous view is that geogas is naturally widespread [24], and sources of geogas include magma degassing [25–27], volcanic degassing [28], metamorphic degassing [29], thermal cracking of organic matter [30–32], microbial metabolism [33], supergene weathering [34–36], and barometric pumping of atmospheric gases [37,38].

The sampling medium of geogas-carried metal prospecting shows a strong relation between the compositions of geogas and the atmosphere. However, systematic studies on the composition of geogas, particularly trace gases, over various concealed ore deposits are instructive. Malmqvist and Kristiansson [14] verified the presence of microflows of ascending gas, which comprised N₂, O₂, Ar, and CH₄, indicating a partly atmospheric source and secondary source. Both deep-earth degassing and gases derived from ore deposits are potential contributors to geogas. Scientists share a unanimous view on the process and occurrence of deep-earth degassing, although it is not discussed in this study. The basis of gas geochemical surveys of concealed ore deposits is the presence of ore-related gas geochemical anomalies, such as CO₂, Hg, Ar, H₂S, SO₂, and CH₄, over concealed ore deposits, and other gas geochemical anomalies over concealed sulfide mineralizations [36,39–43], Rn and He anomalies over concealed uranium deposits [44,45], and hydrocarbon gas and He anomalies over oil and gas deposits [46,47].

The influences of different sources of gases on geogas-carried metal prospecting require further clarification. There are three possible scenarios: (1) both a gas geochemical survey and geogas-carried metal prospecting are sufficient to locate concealed ore deposits, if the gases released by concealed ore deposits are dominant in geogas; (2) only concealed ore deposits within the domain of supergene processes can be detected by geogas-carried metal prospecting, if deep-earth degassing and gases released by concealed ore deposits are negligible; or (3) gases originating from intense deep-earth degassing rather than ore deposits flow though concealed ore bodies and transport some ore-related metals to the surface.

2.2. Compositions and Morphology of Nanoscale Metals in Earthgas (NAMEG)

NAMEG are a hotspot of current research. Detailed studies have been conducted on the characteristics of NAMEG, including size, shape, component, structure, and genesis of polymerization (Table 1). Generally, the features of nanoparticles are as follows: (1) most individual nanoparticles are pellet-shaped, irregular polygons, oval-shaped, or nearly spherical, ranging in size from a few nanometers to hundreds of nanometers; (2) several individual nanoparticles can aggregate into cluster-like aggregates, and particle aggregates are elliptical, globular, catenarian, or irregular in shape, ranging in size from tens of nanometers to hundreds of nanometers; (3) some nanoparticles have a crystal exterior and an ordered crystal structure; and (4) individual nanoparticles consist of a single component or are multi-component alloys. Remarkably, the composition of most nanoparticles is very complex, including ore-forming elements, associated elements, and other elements (e.g., Si, O).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposit</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Size (nm)</th>
<th>Morphology</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dongji Au deposit, Shandong</td>
<td>Si, Al, S, Ca, Fe, Mg, K, Cu</td>
<td>n–n × 10²</td>
<td>Amorphous and microcrystalline aggregates</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changkeng Au deposit, Guangdong</td>
<td>Au, Hg-S-O-Si-Cl-K, Pb-N-O-Sn, Pb-S-O-Fe, Zn-Sn-O-Si-Br-Fe</td>
<td>n × 10⁻n × 10²</td>
<td>Irregular, needle-shaped, or rhombic plate-shaped</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongchanghe Cu mine, Guizhou</td>
<td>Cu, Cu-Fe, Cr-Fe-Cu</td>
<td>Individuals: 5–40; aggregations: 20–150</td>
<td>Individuals: subcircular, elliptical, polygonal, or elongate; aggregations: subcircular or elliptical</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposit</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Size (nm)</th>
<th>Morphology</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fankou Pb-Zn deposit, Guangdong</td>
<td>Pb-(Mo/Cu), Zn-Sn-Cr, Zn-S-O, Pb-Zn-(Mo), Pb-Zn-Sb-As-Ge</td>
<td>10–300</td>
<td>Single particles: irregular, spherical, or trigonal plate-shaped; aggregations: globular, catenarian, or irregularly shaped</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou’an Cu-Ni deposit, Henna</td>
<td>Cu, Cu-Fe, Cu-Ti, Cu-Ag, Cu-Cr, Cu-Fe-Mn</td>
<td>n–n × 10^2</td>
<td>Spherical, ellipsoid, grape-shaped, or polyhedral spheres; with a crystal appearance and an ordered crystal structure</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaxiutata Fe deposit, Inner Mongolia</td>
<td>F-, Cu, Zn, Bi, M-, Pb</td>
<td>n × 10–n × 10^2</td>
<td>Semi-oval, triangular, cloud-like, horsetail, elliptical, or irregular</td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongshengmiao polymetallic pyrite deposit, Inner Mongolia</td>
<td>S-(Cu/Zn/Pb/Mo), S-Fe-Zn-(Pb), S-Fe-Cu-(Mo), Cr-Mn-Fe</td>
<td>5–400</td>
<td>Sub-circular, elliptical, or irregular</td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-(Fe/Zn/Au/Cu/Pb)</td>
<td></td>
<td>n × 10–n × 10^2</td>
<td>Sub-circular or ellipsoid</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinwozi Au deposit, Xinjiang</td>
<td>Cu, Cu-Fe-Zn, Cu-Ti, Cu-Au</td>
<td>n × 10–n × 10^2</td>
<td>Spherical, ellipsoid, grape-shaped, or polyhedral spheres; with a crystal appearance and an ordered crystal structure</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yueyang Ag-Au-Cu ore block, Fujian</td>
<td>Au, Cu, Au-Cu-Mo, Au-Cu, Cu-Co-Mo, Cu-Fe</td>
<td>n–n × 10^2</td>
<td>Granular, spherical, polygonal spherical, or cluster-like aggregates; with a crystal appearance, and an ordered crystal structure</td>
<td>[22,54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafang Cu deposit, Yunnan</td>
<td>Cu-Ag-Co-Fe, CuSO_4, WO_3, TiO_2, Pb and Fe oxides</td>
<td>20–300</td>
<td>Irregular, round, slab-flaky, or quadrilateral</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qingmingshan Cu-Ni sulfide deposit, Guangxi</td>
<td>Fe-Co-(Cu/Zn)</td>
<td>50–500</td>
<td>Nearly elliptical, nearly spherical, drop-shaped, or nearly rectangle</td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bingba Cu deposit, Guizhou</td>
<td>Fe-Cu-Zn-(Mn/O/As), Zn-Fe-Kr-SiO_2, Pb-Kr-Zn-O</td>
<td>n–300</td>
<td>Chain-shaped, round, and irregular</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gongpoquan porphyry Cu deposit, Gansu</td>
<td>Pb, Cu, Pb-Zn, Cu-Fe-(Mn/Ti), Mn-Fe-Ti, Cu-Ti</td>
<td>n–n × 10</td>
<td>Sphere, or polygonal granule; with an ordered structure</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenjiayao Au deposit, Henna</td>
<td>Cu, Cu-Au-(Pb), Cu-Ti-Fe-Mo, Cu-Au-Ag-Mg-Fe-S</td>
<td>n–n × 10^2</td>
<td>Sphere, oval, polygon, single pellets, chain, or irregular pellets; with an ordered internal structure</td>
<td>[54,59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bairendaba Pb-Zn deposit, Inner Mongolia</td>
<td>Cu, Pb, Cu-Si-O, Zn-Fe-O, Zn-Y-Na-S-O, Pb-K-Na-S-O</td>
<td>n × 10–n × 10^2</td>
<td>Round, elliptic, ball-shaped, or flocculent shape</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Detailed studies on the redox state of NAMEG also have been conducted, and the results show the presence of nanoparticles with high oxidation valence in geogas over metal sulfide deposits. Examples include high-oxygen and low-sulfur nanoparticles in geogas over the Bairendaba lead–zinc deposit [60], Fe, Co, and S-oxide particles (hematite and SO_3) in geogas over the Qingmingshan Cu-Ni sulfide deposit [56], and iron and...
copper oxide particles in geogas over the Daheishan basalt-copper deposit [61]. Although the assumption that these highly oxidized nanoparticles originate from the surrounding rocks cannot be entirely dismissed, we inferred that the NAMEG are closely related to supergenesis; that is, the NAMEG may be the product of weathering or were probably transformed by supergenesis.

Statistical results show that deposits with abundant metal-bearing nanoparticles primarily include Au, Cu (Ni), and Pb-Zn deposits. Generally, NAMEG over concealed ore bodies consist of native metals, alloys, compound metals with Si, Al, Ca, O, and P, oxides, and hydroxides. First, NAMEG over different types of deposits have different compositions. Cu-bearing nanoparticles are abundant in geogas over concealed Cu-Ni deposits, whereas Au-bearing nanoparticles are abundant in geogas over concealed Au deposits (Figures 1 and 2). Even within the same deposit type, the specific composition of NAMEG is also different. For example, the Zhou’an and Qingmingshan Cu-Ni sulfide deposits are basic–ultrabasic Cu-Ni deposits. The NAMEG in the Zhou’an sulfide deposit include native Cu, Cu-Fe, Cu-Fe-Mn, Cu-Ag, Cu-Cr, and Cu-Ni alloys, and compound metals with Si, Al, Ca, O, and P (Figure 1a–d) [22]. The NAMEG in the Qingmingshan sulfide deposit include Cu-Fe-Co, Zn-Fe-Co, and Fe-Co alloys, Fe-Co and Fe oxide (hydroxide), and other oxide particles (e.g., Si oxide, calcium carbonate, calcium hydroxide, and sulfur trioxide) (Figure 1e–l) [56].

**Figure 1.** Nanoscale particles in geogas and soil over the Zhou’an (a–d) [22] and Qingmingshan (e–l) [56] Cu-Ni sulfide deposits. (a) Fe-Mn-Ti-Cu-Co nanoparticles in geogases; (b) Cu-Fe nanoparticles in geogases; (c) Cu-Ag nanoparticles in soils; (d) Fe-Mn-Cu-Al-Si nanoparticles in soils; (e) Zn-Fe-Co nanoparticles in geogases; (f) Cu-Fe-Co nanoparticles in geogases; (g) Fe-Co nanoparticles in geogases; (h) Fe-Co nanoparticles in geogases; (i) Fe and Co-oxide nanoparticles in geogases; (j) Fe-oxides nanoparticles in geogases; (k) goethite nanoparticles in geogases; and (l) Fe-hydroxide nanoparticles in geogases.
Metal-bearing nanoparticles are widespread in nature (e.g., ore deposits, surrounding rocks, fault gouges, regolith, and geogas) [22,62–71]. NAMEG can be divided into two categories. The first is NAMEG that are irrelevant to mineralization and appear in both anomalous and background areas. These nanoparticles, mainly consisting of Si, Ti, O, and C, have little significance for geochemical exploration. The second is NAMEG that are closely related to mineralization and provide useful information for targeting deep concealed ore deposits; these ore-related nanoparticles occur in higher concentrations in geogas over concealed ore deposits than in background areas, although the total concentrations of NAMEG over concealed ore deposits remain low.

Another significant challenge in geogas exploration is determining that NAMEG are derived from concealed ore deposits rather than the weathering of surrounding rocks or nearby ore outcrops. At present, the evidence that NAMEG originate from concealed ore deposits is primarily derived from isotopes, rare earth element (REE) patterns, statistical and comparative analyses of geogas components from background areas and anomalous areas, and the geochemical components of concealed ore deposits. Among them, statistical and comparative analyses of their compositions provide the best evidence; that is, there are more abundant ore-forming and associated elements in geogas over concealed ore deposits than in those from background areas. Many studies have investigated the origination of
NAMEG [11,16,17,22,72–75], which will be subsequently discussed. The following section primarily presents evidence of isotopes, REE patterns, and geochemical comparisons of geogas-carried metals and soils.

2.3.1. Composition Comparison

A summary of field experiments and applications of geogas-carried metal prospecting in China was conducted to demonstrate the applicability of geogas-carried metal prospecting (Table 2). The key items include element association, buried depth of the concealed ore body, sampling method, hole depth, and trapping medium.

**Table 2. A summary of field experimentations and applications of the NAMEG method in China.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposit or Area</th>
<th>Element Association</th>
<th>Buried Depth (m)</th>
<th>Sampling Method</th>
<th>Hole (or Sampling) Depth (m)</th>
<th>Trapping Medium</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liaojie Au ore deposit, Yunnan</td>
<td>Zn, As, Sb, Cs, Cr, La, Sm, Sc, K, Au, Ag</td>
<td>50–200</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongyi Au deposit, Shandong</td>
<td>Au, Cr, Zn, Sb, As, La, Sm, Na, Sc, Fe</td>
<td>~150;</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0.5–0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>[72,77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayinggezhuang Au deposit, Shandong</td>
<td>Au, As, Sb, Hg, Bi, K</td>
<td>250–330</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Aqua regia and foam</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaihulanzi Au deposit, Inner Mongolia</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td>75–100</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>(0.5–0.7)</td>
<td>Foam plastic</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budunhua Cu deposit, Inner Mongolia</td>
<td>Cu, Au</td>
<td>430–530</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>(0.5–0.7)</td>
<td>Foam plastic</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laoyanghao Au ore district, Inner Mongolia</td>
<td>Au, Ag, Cu, Pb, Ni</td>
<td>~100</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.5–1.0</td>
<td>Foam plastic</td>
<td>[79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salbulack Au deposit, Xinjiang</td>
<td>Au, Sb, Zn, Fe, K, Sc</td>
<td></td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.4–0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mofancun prospecting area, Sichuan</td>
<td>Au, Sb, As, K, Al, Fe, La, Zn</td>
<td></td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.4–0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaihuolanzi Au deposit, Inner Mongolia</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuanjie Au deposit, Heilongjiang</td>
<td>Au, As, Sb, La, Sm, Se</td>
<td></td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0.4–0.5</td>
<td>Foam plastic</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gadaban district, Qinghai</td>
<td>Au, Ag, Cu, Zn, Ba, Sr</td>
<td></td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>(0.4)</td>
<td>Aqua regia, nitric acid, and foam plastic</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heihe Basin, Qinghai</td>
<td>Au, Ag, Cu, Pb, Zn</td>
<td></td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.4–0.8 (0.35)</td>
<td>Aqua regia and nitric acid</td>
<td>[83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beiqilian area (Pb-Zn ore body)</td>
<td>Au, Ba, Zn, Pb</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.5–0.8</td>
<td>Aqua regia</td>
<td>[84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiaolongzhang Pb-Zn deposit, Gansu</td>
<td>Cu, Pb, Zn, Cd, Ag, Bi, Ni, Sb, Tb, Ti, Yb</td>
<td>~100</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.5–0.8; 0.6–1.0 (0.4–0.5)</td>
<td>Nitric acid</td>
<td>[73,85,86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lashuixia Cu–Ni deposit, Qinghai</td>
<td>Cu, Pb, Zn, Ag, Mn, Co</td>
<td></td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.5–0.8 (0.3–0.4)</td>
<td>Aqua regia</td>
<td>[87,88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposit or Area</td>
<td>Element Association</td>
<td>Buried Depth (m)</td>
<td>Sampling Method</td>
<td>Hole (or Sampling) Depth (m)</td>
<td>Trapping Medium</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhangquanzhuang Au Deposit, Hebei</td>
<td>Cu, Pb, Zn, Cd, Ag, Bi, Ni, Sb, Tb, Ti, Yb</td>
<td>~50</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[49,85,88,89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wangjiazhuang Cu ore deposit, Shandong</td>
<td>Ag, Cu, Pb, Zn, Bi, Co, Ni, Sb</td>
<td>80–120</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[85,89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changpai U exploration area, Guangdong</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>600, 700</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Nitric acid</td>
<td></td>
<td>[90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dachang Sn polymetallic ore deposit, Guangxi</td>
<td>Zu, Cu, Pb, W, Mo, Bi, Rb, Cd, Hg, Au</td>
<td>&gt;800</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>(0.8)</td>
<td>Nitric acid</td>
<td>[91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210 Au deposit, Xinjiang</td>
<td>Au, Ag, Cu, Fe, Sb, Ca, REE</td>
<td>4.5–15</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>(0.5–0.8)</td>
<td>Aqua regia and foam</td>
<td>[65,92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn-Cu deposits in the Dachang area, Guangxi</td>
<td>Cu, Pb, Zn, W, Mo, Bi, Rb, Cd, Hg, Au</td>
<td>&gt;800</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>(0.8)</td>
<td>BV-III grade pure nitric acid and deionized water</td>
<td>[76,93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongshan Pb-Zn deposit, Yunnan</td>
<td>Pb, Zn, Cu, Au, As, La, Sr</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huangshaping-Liaojiawan Ag-Pb-Zn polymetallic ore deposit, Hunan</td>
<td>Cu, Pb, Zn, As, W, Mo, Bi, Mn, Ag</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.5, 0.8</td>
<td>BV-III grade pure nitric acid and deionized water</td>
<td>[77,93,95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lijiaduan U deposit, Hubei</td>
<td>U, REE, Cd, Mn, Pb, Zn</td>
<td>110–190; &gt;560</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>(0.8)</td>
<td>BV-III grade pure nitric acid and deionized water</td>
<td>[74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongshengmiao polymetallic pyrite deposit, Inner Mongolia</td>
<td>Fe, Cu, Pb, Zn</td>
<td>Tens to hundreds</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Plastic film</td>
<td></td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yueyang Ag-Au deposit, Fujian</td>
<td>Ag, Au, Cu, As</td>
<td>80–700</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Aqua regia and foam</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shengjiayao Au deposit, Henan</td>
<td>Au, Cu, Pb, Zn, Ag</td>
<td>&lt;350</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.6–0.8</td>
<td>Aqua regia and foam</td>
<td>[54,59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hongshanzi U prospecting area</td>
<td>U, Pb, Cr, Nd, Th, Mo, Cu, Zn, Ag, W</td>
<td>150–350</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.7–0.8</td>
<td>Aqua regia and foam plastic</td>
<td>[97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xitian area (W-Sn polymetallic ore deposit), Hunan</td>
<td>Sn, W, Pb, Zn, Ag, Cu, Ni, Co, Sb, Bi, Mo</td>
<td>190 (bottom elevation)</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.5–0.8</td>
<td>Nitric acid</td>
<td>[98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianyu Cu-Ni deposit, Xinjiang</td>
<td>Ni, Co, Cu, Fe, V</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.5–1.0</td>
<td>Nitric acid</td>
<td></td>
<td>[99]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposit or Area</th>
<th>Element Association</th>
<th>Buried Depth (m)</th>
<th>Sampling Method</th>
<th>Hole (or Sampling) Depth (m)</th>
<th>Trapping Medium</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Debao Cu deposit, Guangxi</td>
<td>Cu, Pb, Zn, Bi, Ni, Sb, Ag, Cd, Mn, Ce</td>
<td>100~300</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.6<del>1.0 (0.4</del>0.5)</td>
<td>Nitric acid</td>
<td>[100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiajika superlarge Li-polymetallic deposit, Sichuan</td>
<td>Li, Be, Rb, Cs, Na, B</td>
<td>~100</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.5~0.6</td>
<td>Nitric acid</td>
<td>[101]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: SS and AS represent static sampling and active sampling, respectively.

Different ore deposits are characterized by different element associations. These characteristic element associations suggest that ore-related nanoparticles carried by geogas can penetrate covers and form geochemical anomalies over concealed ore deposits, although they may be transformed and intervened by supergene processes.

The detection depth of geogas-carried metal prospecting requires further research. In the majority of the cases, the detection depth is less than 500 m. Cases where the depths of concealed ore deposits are >800 m are scarce (e.g., Dachang Sn polymetallic ore deposit [90] and Zn-Cu deposits in Dachang area [76,93]). The known maximum detection depth of geogas-carried metal prospecting is approximately 1000 m for a massive sulfide ore deposit [7].

In early field experiments and applications, static sampling was the primary sampling method, which is time-consuming. With the development of sampling devices, filter membranes, which can filter out larger-sized particles derived from soils, have been integrated into sampling devices; sampling using such devices is referred to as active sampling, which is efficient and time-saving. Currently, active sampling is the mainstream sampling method.

The trapping medium is critical for the successful application of geogas-carried metal prospecting. Common trapping media include aqua regia, nitric acid, and foam plastics. For adequate results, the contents of target elements in the trapping medium should be negligible, or sufficiently low enough to have minimal effects on the measurement results of geogas-carried metal prospecting [12]. Tailored trapping media are required for different deposits because the trapping capacities of various trapping media for different elements are distinct. Field experiments and applications suggest that the capture ability of aqua regia for Au, Ag, Cu, Zn, and other elements is better than that of nitric acid, and foam plastic has certain advantages for Au adsorption [10,12,16,82].

2.3.2. Morphology of Nanoscale Metals in Earthgas (NAMEG)

Abundant metal-bearing nanoparticles are present in geogas and their morphologies are characteristic and instructive. Here, Au was used to demonstrate the morphological characteristics of metal-bearing nanoparticles.

Various Au-bearing nanoparticles have been observed in ore rocks, arsenian pyrite, fault gouges, and other materials (Figure 3). Reich et al. [102] revealed that abundant Au nanoparticles were disseminated throughout an arsenian pyrite matrix, and individual Au nanoparticles showed a rounded shape and well-defined boundaries (Figure 3(b1,b2)). Zhang et al. [68] observed irregular Au-bearing particles and roughly circular Au-bearing particle aggregation in fault gouges in the Shenjiayao gold deposit (Figure 3(c1,c2)). These results verify the presence of abundant Au-bearing nanoparticles in rocks which may be a potential source of metals in geogas.
Figure 3. Various Au-bearing nanoparticles in rock, regolith, and geogas. (a) Au-bearing nanoparticles in an ore rock sample from the Shanggong gold deposit [69]; (b1,b2) Au-bearing nanoparticles in arsenian pyrite [102]; (c1,c2) Au-bearing nanoparticles in fault gouges from the Shenjiayao Gold
Deposit [68]; (d) 20 nm nanospheres arrowed in the background next to coarser Au nanoparticles hosted on larger gold particles in a weathered quartz fracture [64]; (e) colloidal gold nanoparticles in an ultrathin section of the sediment [103]; (f) Au nanoparticles produced from the exposure of deltilticactin to Au(III)-chloride, the arrow shows the co-precipitation of quasi-spherical nanoparticles and octahedral platelets due to biomineralization [104]; (g) gold nanoparticle formation by microbial metallrophores [105]; (h1–h5) Au-bearing nanoparticle in soil sample over the Shenjiayao Gold Deposit [68]; (i1,i2) Au-bearing nanoparticle in the geogas over the Changkeng concealed gold deposit [48]; and (j) Cu-Au bearing nanoparticles in geogas over the Shenjiayao gold deposit [59].

Au-bearing nanoparticles carried by geogas can be divided into two categories: those formed by supergene processes (e.g., weathering), and those directly derived from concealed ore bodies or primary halos. The morphologies of the former Au-bearing nanoparticles are generally distinct from those of the endogenous nanoparticles (e.g., ore body and alteration). Studies on supergene processes have shown that microbial metallrophores can result in the formation of colloidal, quasi-spherical, octahedral, and bacterioform gold nanoparticles, which are abundant in the surface medium of Au grains (Figure 3d–g) [62,104,105]. A detailed study on gold grains suggested that concavities, accounting for 10%–40% of the total grain surface area, contain clay-sized minerals, microorganisms, and secondary Au nanoparticles, which are formed by microorganisms and occur as spheroidal colloids and octahedral platelets [103]. Au nanoparticles can additionally form microcrystals, sheet-like Au, branched Au networks and overgrowths, and secondary rims during the biogeochemical cycling of gold [106]. The Au-bearing nanoparticles derived from concealed ore bodies or primary halos are therefore distinct from supergene Au-bearing nanoparticles. As suggested by Zhang et al. [68], Au-bearing nanoparticles directly derived from concealed ore bodies or primary halos exhibit an irregular shape and crystalline nature (Figure 3 (h1–h5)).

The Au-bearing nanoparticles in geogas are irregularly shaped assemblages [48,59], which are different from the Au-bearing nanoparticles formed by biogeochemical and chemical processes in supergene environments, although some of the supergene Au-bearing nanoparticles have an irregular shape. This difference suggested that NAGM are derived from concealed ore bodies and primary halos rather than from Au-bearing nanoparticles formed by supergene biogeochemical and chemical processes.

2.3.3. Lead Isotope Composition

Pb isotopes provide the most direct evidence for the correlation between geogas and concealed ore deposits, particularly Pb-rich metal sulfide deposits, which provide a solid foundation for the source analysis of NAMEG. Theoretically, the significant differences in Pb isotope compositions between background and anomalous areas, and the considerable similarities among Pb isotope compositions between anomalous areas and concealed ore deposits, indicate the contribution of concealed ores to the Pb isotope composition in geogas.

Previous studies have shown that Pb isotope compositions in geogas have genetic relationships with concealed ore deposits. Wang and Gao [73] and Wan et al. [89] conducted detailed studies on the Pb isotope compositions in geogas from the background and anomalous areas, loess, red layer, wall rocks, and ores in the Jiaolongzhang Pb-Zn deposit, Gansu, and revealed that the Pb isotope compositions in the geogas anomalies over the concealed orebodies are different from those in the background, falling between the Pb isotope compositions of wall rocks and ores (Figure 4a). The results support the contribution of concealed ore deposits to anomalous Pb in the geogas. Xu et al. [107] suggested that the Pb isotope compositions in geogas are similar to those in the ore samples of the Wangjiazhuang copper deposit in Zouping, Shandong Province, and the significant difference between the Pb isotope compositions in geogas from the anomalous areas and overlying soil demonstrates that soil Pb composition is not a dominant factor for the Pb
isotope compositions in geogas (Figure 4b). The aforementioned case studies strongly indicate the contribution of concealed ore deposits to NAMEG.

Figure 4. \(^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb} vs. ^{206}\text{Pb}/^{204}\text{Pb} plot in wall rocks, caprocks, geogas, and ores in the Wangjiazhuang copper deposit (a), the Jiaolongzhang Pb-Zn deposit (b), the Jinwozi Au deposit (c), and the Bairendaba-Weilastituo Polymetallic deposit (d) (Pb contents in ores, wall rocks, and soil refer to their mass fractions, and Pb contents in gases refer to their mass concentrations) [73,89,107,108].

However, the Pb isotope compositions in the geogas (background and anomalous areas), soil, ore, and wall rock in the Jinwozi Au deposit, Xinjiang, and the Bairendaba-Weilastituo polymetallic ore deposit in Inner Mongolia failed to verify the genetic relationship between the Pb isotope composition in geogas from anomalous areas and concealed ore deposits. In the Jinwozi Au deposit, the Pb isotope compositions in the geogas from the background and anomalous areas were not significantly different, which may be caused by the limited difference in Pb isotope compositions between the ore and wall rock (Figure 4c). In contrast, Pb isotope compositions in the geogas from the background and anomalous areas in the Bairendaba-Weilastituo polymetallic ore deposit also showed no significant difference, although the difference between the Pb isotope compositions from the ore and wall rock was relatively significant (Figure 4d) [108].

The minor difference in Pb isotope compositions between geogas from the background and anomalous areas and the weak genetic relationship between Pb isotope compositions
in geogas from anomalous areas and concealed ore deposits may be a result of two factors. First, Pb isotope composition in geogas may be influenced by the Pb isotope compositions of the rocks through which the gas flows upward. Therefore, the Pb isotope compositions in geogas from anomalous areas are significantly different from those of deep concealed ore deposits, because thick caprock dominates Pb isotopic compositions in geogas. Second, the Pb isotopic composition of the trapping solution may be another factor that affects the traceability of Pb isotopes (Figure 5) [108].

![Figure 5. Pb isotopic characteristics of geogas and air samples in the Bairendaba-Weilasituo polymetallic sulfide ore deposit, Inner Mongolia [108].](image)

2.3.4. Rare Earth Element Pattern

Comparative studies have been conducted on the rare earth distribution patterns of ores, surrounding rocks, soils, and geogas over concealed ore deposits and in background areas of different mining sites, to determine the correlations between geogas anomalies and concealed ore deposits. The comparative study conducted on the Zhangquanzhuang gold deposit by Gao et al. [109] revealed that the REE patterns of geogas were similar to those of the ores, and that the total REE in the geogas over concealed ore deposits was higher than that of the background geogas samples. Zhou et al. [93] suggested that the REE patterns in the geogas over concealed ore deposits have a distinct inheritance relationship with the metamorphic–metasomatic granite and skarn in the Huangshaping Pb-Zn deposit, Hunan. Wang et al. [110] revealed that the REE patterns of geogas and ore samples in the Jinwozi 210 gold deposit in Xinjiang are similar, characterized by the relative enrichment of light rare earths, the relative loss of heavy rare earths, and no significant Eu and Ce anomalies. However, this study still requires further research on the REE patterns of the surrounding rocks and soils to support the correlation between geogas and concealed ore deposits. Wan et al. [86] conducted a comprehensive study on the REE patterns of background soils and geogas, as well as ores, wall rocks, and geogas in anomalous areas in the Jiaolongzhang Pb-Zn deposit. The results suggested that the geogas REE from the anomalous area is characterized by higher total REE, and small fluctuations in REE contents, which may also be caused by the REE characteristics of the wall rocks and regolith and the analytical detection limit [86,109]. However, effectively determining whether the REE in the geogas from the anomalous area originates from concealed ore deposits is challenging because ores and wall rocks have similar REE patterns.
2.3.5. Relationship between Soil and Ore-Related Nanoscale Metals in Earthgas (NAMEG)

Excluding soil as a major contributor to NAMEG is crucial. If the NAMEG primarily originate from soil, the significance of geogas-carried metal prospecting will no longer exist because geogas-carried metal prospecting cannot provide information on concealed ore deposits in areas with exotic cover.

Pb isotope studies of the Jinwozi Au deposit, Wangjiazhuang Cu deposit, and Bairendaba-Weilasituo polymetallic sulfide ore deposit have revealed that the Pb isotopic compositions of the geogases and soils in anomalous areas are different. Considering that Pb isotopic compositions may also be affected by other factors, additional evidence is required to conclude that the NAMEG primarily originate from concealed ore deposits.

Field studies have shown that there are three distinctive relationships among concealed ore deposits, soil, and geogas in geochemical exploration: the coexistence of geogas and soil geochemical anomalies over concealed ore deposits, the presence of geogas anomalies without soil anomalies in transported areas, and presence of soil anomalies without geogas anomalies in transported areas.

In the first scenario, both geogas and soils over concealed ore deposits contain anomalous ore-forming elements and pathfinders indicating the presence of concealed ore deposits. For example, the content distributions of ore-forming elements and pathfinders (e.g., Zn, Cu, Sb, and Pb) in geogas and soil along Prospecting Line 20 in the Jiaolongzhang Pb-Zn deposit are highly consistent [111]. This may be due to the relatively shallow burial depth of concealed ore deposits and thin transported cover; here, both geogas and soil geochemical exploration can indicate the presence of concealed ore deposits well. The same result is also seen in geogas and soil along Prospecting Line 15 above the concealed ore deposits of the Wangjiazhuang Cu deposit [88,89]. Unlike the previous case, geogas and soil geochemical anomalies are present over the concealed ore deposits, but their locations are not consistent in some deposits, for example, the Dongji Au deposit and Dongshan Pb-Zn deposit in Yunnan Province [72,92].

The second scenario appears in areas with a transported overburden. Traditional soil geochemical surveys have failed to reveal such concealed ore deposits; however, geogas surveys provide compelling evidence for locating concealed ore deposits. The Jiaolongzhang Pb-Zn deposit is covered by loess, and anomalous Cd, Zn, Pb, and Cu contents in geogas samples appear over concealed ore deposits along Prospecting Line 48; in contrast, no geochemical anomalies in the corresponding soils were detected [86]. In the forest marsh area of the Taipinggou Cu–Mo deposit, Lu [59] demonstrated that geogas Mo anomalies without corresponding soil Mo anomalies are valid for targeting concealed ore deposits. In the Jiajika rare metal orefield, significant geogas Li, Be, Rb, Cs, Na, and B anomalies are detected, but no soil geochemical anomalies along Prospecting Line 35 of X03 ore body 30–100 m below the earth’s surface are identified [101].

The third scenario appears in areas with ore bodies (or mineralization) outcrops, in which ore-forming elements are highly active under supergene weathering. Ore-forming elements and pathfinders produced by the weathering of outcrops experience long-distance migration and form secondary geochemical anomalies far from primary halos. This has been portrayed in the Taipinggou Cu-Mo deposit because Mo is highly active during supergene weathering [112]. In addition, no consensus on whether surface pollution (e.g., slag and the ore accumulation area) affects geogas-carried metal prospecting is present. Tong et al. [72] suggested that the accumulation of slag on the surface significantly influences geogas anomalies. However, Zhou et al. [74] revealed the absence of the NAMEG anomaly in an area contaminated by the previous stacking of Pb-Zn ores.

The aforementioned comparisons of soil and geogas geochemical surveys are sufficient to portray that ore-forming elements and pathfinders in geogas are derived from concealed ore deposits instead of soils. Additional evidence for this conclusion has been provided by various NAMEG studies. Hu et al. [53] demonstrated that carbon-bearing particles (containing C and metallic elements, e.g., Fe, Zn, Au, Cu, and Pb) in geogas originate exclusively from greater depths instead of soils and contain valuable information about
concealed ore deposits. Wang et al. [113] suggested that NAMEG are smaller in size, have a higher degree of polymerization, and are simpler in composition than soil.

2.4. Influencing Factors of Geogas-Carried Metal Prospecting

Geogas-carried metal prospecting consists of three components: geogas, ore-related NAMEG, and vertical migration. The factors affecting these three parameters may have a significant impact on geogas-carried metal prospecting.

The influencing factors related to geogas include the source, composition, and flux of geogas and the changes in geogas in supergene environments. Geogas is sourced from deep-earth degassing, gases released from ore deposits, weathering, and the barometric pumping of atmospheric gases [80,111,113,114]. Theoretically, it would be very beneficial to geogas-carried metal prospecting if concealed ore deposits could release abundant gases (e.g., CO$_2$, SO$_2$, H$_2$S, Hg, and CH$_4$) because of a decrease in temperature and pressure or weathering [34–36,43,113]; these gases tend to carry large amounts of ore-related NAMEG from concealed ore deposits. Deep earth degassing is beneficial for exploring concealed ore deposits that are at greater depths. Gases originating from weathering, barometric pumping of atmospheric gases, decomposition of organic material, evaporation, and other processes play an important role in geogas-carried metal prospecting when supergenesis impacts concealed ore deposits.

Geogas undergoes significant changes in supergene environments [115–117]. Some of the geogas compositions dissolve into groundwater in large quantities (e.g., CO$_2$, H$_2$S, and SO$_2$). A part of geogas composition would experience oxidation and reduction. These changes inevitably lead to the desorption of NAMEG, which may result in a relatively high concentration of nanoparticles in groundwater [118–121].

Few studies have been conducted on the adsorption and transport capacity of nanoparticles by geogas with different compositions, and the geogas flux in geogas-carried metal prospecting. However, we can infer that the adsorption and transport capabilities of geogas with different nanoparticle compositions are different.

Various complex factors influence the composition of NAMEG. First, the rocks that geogas flows through contribute to NAMEG; thus, overburden acts as a natural sieve or barrier. The signals of ore-related nanoparticles are significantly weakened if the overburden is thick, low-permeability, and rich in ore-forming elements, which can increase background values. Some NAMEG are trapped in micropores and microfractures or are adsorbed by soils [73,118]. Furthermore, ore-related nanoparticles are highly unstable and can dissociate from geogas to liquid and solid phases, owing to changes in Eh, pH, and other factors.

An important advantage of geogas-carried metal prospecting is that geogas anomalies appear over concealed ore deposits. To realize a vertical migration of geogas, vertical permeable channels above concealed ore deposits must be present. Geogas will migrate laterally along high-permeability channels (e.g., sandstone, unconformity, and faults) if a tight layer is located above the concealed ore body. In this case, geogas anomalies will not appear directly over the concealed ore deposits.

The vertical migration of geogas is further divided into two cases for discussion. In the first case, no tight layers (e.g., mudstone, shale, and limestone) are located above the concealed ore deposits that can inhibit the vertical migration of geogas. The most common scenario is that the concealed ore body is covered by regolith, which is characterized by high porosity and permeability. The other case is characterized by the presence of high-angle faults, vertical fracture zones [7,61,68,69,113,122–125].

In addition, factors influencing geogas-carried metal prospecting include sampling methods, trapping medium, weather, and temperature [12,16,79,82,90,111,126–128]. At present, researchers have adopted an active sampling method with sampling media consisting of aqua regia and foam plastic [11,16,22,82].
3. Discussion
3.1. Formation of Nanometals in the Mineralization Process

With the development of analytical techniques, abundant metal and mineral nanoparticles have been observed in different rocks and ore deposits. Notably, their composition has been quantitatively determined and suggests that various geological and geochemical processes all can form different metal and mineral nanoparticles (Figure 6) [66,129–134].

Adushkin et al. [129] developed a unidimensional and spherically symmetric internally consistent theory to describe the cavitation mechanism of mineral nano- and microspherule formation in hydrothermal fluids. Adushkin et al. [135] further suggested that the dimensions of nano- and microspherules produced by cavitation are primarily dominated by the thermophysical properties of their constituents, instead of the depth of the host rock occurrence. González-Jiménez and Reich [132] observed abundant platinum-group element nanoparticles (PGE-NPs) in the Caridad chromite deposit (eastern Cuba) and suggested that PGE-NPs can form under a wide spectrum of thermal and pressure conditions. Furthermore, aqueous fluids may significantly contribute to producing PGE-NPs during the metamorphism and metasomatism of the chromite deposits. Verdugo-Ihl et al. [133] observed Si-bearing hematite nanoparticle inclusions and Cu and Cu-As nanoparticles, and they concluded that their distribution characteristics indicated fluid–mineral interaction.

Figure 6. Metal and mineral nanoparticles in different ore deposits. Cu–Ti (a-1) and Fe–Cu–K–Mg (a-2) nanoparticles in ore rocks of Zhou’an Cu-Ni deposit [66,136]; (b-1,b-2) gold nanoparticles in saprock at the Golden Virgin pit [131]; (c-1,c-2) sericite nanoparticles in rocks of the ymnic Dam deposit [133]; ZnO (d-1,d-2) ZnO and Cu nanoparticles in inclusions in the Dukat Ore Field [130]; La-Nd-bearing nanoparticles (e-1,e-2) Ce-bearing nanoparticles in supergene rare earth element mineralization [137], and (f-1,f-2) Au-Ag-Sb nanoparticles in arsenic-free pyrite [138].
More appealing and instructive studies have been conducted on nanoparticles in pyrite from the mineral crystal microstructure perspective. Deditius et al. [139] observed a considerable abundance of various nanoparticles in a matrix of distorted and polycrystalline pyrites from Carlin-type and epithermal deposits. Nanoparticles can be further divided into three groups based on their chemical composition: native metals, sulfides and sulfosalts, and Fe-bearing nanoparticles. They further suggested that the nanoparticles formed by exsolution from the pyrite matrix or by direct precipitation from the hydrothermal solution. Ciobanu et al. [138] first documented the pore-attached composite Au–Te nanoparticles in As-free pyrite and revealed that the Au–Te nanoparticles were indicative of Au-trapping during crustal metamorphism. Li et al. [134] further suggested that gold nanoparticles incorporated into the crystal interface or occasionally the crystal lattice (0.22–0.54 nm) of pyrite, based on a detailed study on auriferous pyrites from the Jiaodong gold deposit, which was significant for visualizing the distribution and aggregation of gold in pyrite.

3.2. Migration in the Secondary Process

Wang et al. [136] categorized ore deposits into seven types. Type A deposits are exposed deposits that can be delineated using traditional litho-geochemical and stream sediment geochemical surveys, and by prospectors with naked eyes, owing to their natural exposure on the Earth’s surface. Type B deposits are concealed in host rocks, and primary halos (leakage or diffusion halos) are effective for identifying these geochemical anomalies. Type C deposits are covered by a veneer of residuum, and soil and stream sediment geochemical surveys are useful for their discovery. Type D deposits are entirely covered by exotic transported soils; therefore, traditional soil and stream sediments are not suitable for their identification. Type E deposits are concealed by various post-mineralization covers (e.g., volcanic and sedimentary rocks, alluvium, and weathered cover). Type F deposits are hosted at the bottom of volcanic rocks, above which the transported cover is well-developed. Type G deposits are hosted by sedimentary rocks (Figure 7). Type D, E, F, and G deposits are challenging to detect using conventional rock, soil, and stream sediment geochemical methods, which are generally practiced. A schematic of the NAMEG characteristics of the seven types of ore deposits is shown in Figure 7. The use of geogas-carried metal prospecting is not required in the geochemical exploration of type A, B, or C deposits, because traditional and economical rock, soil, and stream sediment geochemical surveys are effective for discovering these deposits.

Detailed demonstrations of the genesis of NAMEG anomalies over type D, E, F, and G deposits were conducted individually (Figure 8).

Type D deposits are most commonly investigated for geogas-carried metal prospecting. NAMEG, along with geogas, migrate vertically through permeable regolith, thus forming NAMEG anomalies over concealed ore deposits [6,85,136,140]. Ascending geogas flows are derived from the barometric pumping of atmospheric gases, gases released from ore deposits, and deep-earth degassing; among them, gases released from ore deposits may be dominant. The weathering of ore deposits may emancipate and form abundant nanoscale metals [64,131,141–144], which is vital for the formation of strong NAMEG anomalies over concealed ore deposits (Figure 8). The permeable regolith allows for the free vertical migration of nanoscale metals and geogas; that is, there are no low-permeability layers (e.g., mudstone and shale) above concealed ore deposits. Otherwise, nanoscale metals and geogas migrate laterally rather than vertically along permeable channels (e.g., permeable sandstone, regolith, faults, and fractures). In addition, a thick regolith is not conducive to the formation of strong NAMEG anomalies above the concealed ore deposits. Nanoscale metals undergo oxidation, reduction, adsorption, and other geochemical processes that lead to their retention in soil [54,62,145–148].
The overburdens in type E deposits consist of low-permeability rocks (e.g., volcanic and sedimentary rocks) and permeable regolith. In addition, an unconformity exists between the bedrock and the overburdens. Unconformities are perfect transportation channels for geogas [148–150]. Nanoscale metals carried by geogas first migrate laterally along the unconformity and, subsequently, vertically through the regolith. Therefore, strong NAMEG anomalies appear where the low-permeability layer pinches out on the surface. There are weak or no NAMEG anomalies over the concealed ore deposits (Figure 8).

Both type F and G deposits are characterized by low-permeability rocks above them. In these scenarios, permeable channels such as faults and fractures related to the ore body are vital for forming NAMEG anomalies. The locations of the NAMEG anomalies appear directly over the concealed ore deposits and elsewhere, depending on the occurrence of faults and fracture zones (Figure 8). Otherwise, weak or no geochemical anomalies are detected over the concealed ore deposits. Faults (or fractures) play a vital role in the formation of NAMEG anomalies over concealed ore deposits with low-permeability overburdens. Faults (or fractures) are preferential geogas migration pathways because they represent permeability-enhanced zones [7,61,69,113,123–125,151]. More potent evidence for the migration of nanoscale metals carried by geogas or themselves along faults (or fractures) is provided by transmission electron microscopy and scanning electron microscopy studies of fault gouges. Researchers have observed abundant nanoscale ore-forming particles in fault gouges in different ore deposits (e.g., Shanggong gold deposit, Bairendaba Polymetallic Deposit, and Kaxiutata iron deposit) [53,66,68,69,116,152–157]. Combined with abundant nanoscale metals in ore rocks and geogas [18,21,62–64,66,68,69,135,144,157], they provide in-depth evidence for the genetic mechanism of the NAMEG method.

In addition, as summarized by Anand et al. [158], many mechanisms contribute to the upward transportation of ore-related metals through exotic covers. Therefore, covers over concealed ore deposits tend to have certain amounts of ore-related metals, which may also contribute to NAMEG. For example, gold grains and ionic gold can be transformed into gold
nanoparticles with the involvement of organic matter and microorganisms [62,64,159,160]. Reith et al. [62] even consider biofilms living on Au grains as effective nanoparticle factories that promote the dispersion of Au via the formation of Au nanoparticles.

**Figure 8.** Schematic diagram showing the genesis of NAMEG anomaly for concealed ore deposits in regolith-covered terrains (Note: arrows represent the direction of geogas migration).

Geochemical anomalies can nevertheless form over concealed ore deposits when low-permeability rocks reside above them. However, such geochemical anomalies are so weak that both artificial and natural factors may render them meaningless.
3.3. Application Effectiveness

3.3.1. Different Types of Ore Deposits

Theoretically, geogas transports ore-related nanoparticles to the surface to form geochemical anomalies when they flow through concealed ore deposits. Statistics have compiled the current successful applications based on ore-forming elements (Figure 9). The results showed that geogas-carried metal prospecting is a potentially effective tool for the exploration of Cu, Au, Zn, Pb, U, Sn, and Ag ore deposits. Only a few case studies have been conducted on Fe and W ore deposits. The well-known Jiajika superlarge Li-polymetallic deposit in western Sichuan is an exclusive example of a study on rare metal ore deposits. On Prospecting Line 35 of the X03 ore body, continuous geogas anomalies of Li, Be, Rb, Cs, Na, and B are present over two deposits at depths of 30–100 m, which are not accompanied by any soil geochemical anomalies [101]. Notably, the ore-forming elements in the Jiajika superlarge Li-polymetallic deposit include Li, Be, Nb, Ta, or Sn [161,162], but the geogas shows no Nb, Ta, or Sn anomalies. This suggests, to some extent, that not all ore-forming elements can appear as geogas anomalies over concealed ore deposits.

![Figure 9](image_url)

Figure 9. A statistical histogram of successful case studies of geogas-carried metal prospecting based on ore-forming elements.

From the perspective of the genetic type of the deposit, most successful case studies (Cu, Zn, Pb, Ni, Ag, and Fe) belong to magma-related metal sulfide deposits and hydrothermal deposits, indicating that geogas-carried metal prospecting is a quite useful tool for the exploration of such deposits. The only example of a sedimentary deposit is the Dongsheng-miao polymetallic pyrite deposit, which is a submarine exhalation sedimentary/weakly reformed type [163]. Currently, the applicability of geogas-carried metal prospecting to different ore deposits is limited. Elemental geochemical behavior may have an impact on the effectiveness of geogas-carried metal prospecting. More efforts are needed to verify the effectiveness of geogas-carried metal prospecting for other types of ore deposits with various ore metals (e.g., ion-adsorption rare-earth ore deposits and paleo-weathering crust sedimentary type deposits).

3.3.2. Different Geochemical Landscapes and Climates

Different geochemical landscapes are characterized by distinct geological backgrounds, climates, vegetation development, and covers, all of which may affect the effectiveness of geogas-carried metal prospecting. The Chinese landscape division suitable for geochemical exploration was adopted to demonstrate the applicability of geogas-carried metal prospecting in different geochemical landscapes (Figure 10) [164,165].
Figure 10. Distribution map of the case studies of geogas-carried metal prospecting in different geochemical landscapes in China: 1—Salbulack Au deposit, 2—W-Sn polymetallic ore deposit, 3—Jinwozi 210 gold deposit, 4—Tianyu Cu-Ni deposit, 5—Gongpoquan porphyry Cu deposit, 6—deposits in Beiqilian area, 7—deposits in Heihe Basin, 8—deposits in Gadaban district, 9—Kaxiutata iron deposit, 10—Dongshengmiao polymetallic pyrite deposit, 11—Laoyanghao gold ore district, 12—Zhangquanzhuang gold deposit, 13—Bairendaba lead-zinc deposit, 14—Hongshanzi uranium prospecting area, 15—Chaihulanzi gold deposit, 16—Tuanjiegou gold deposit, 17—Dayinggezhuang gold deposit, 18—Dongji gold deposit, 19—Wangjiazhuang copper deposit, 20—Lashuixia Cu–Ni deposit, 21—Jiaolongzhang Pb-Zn deposit, 22—Shengjiayao gold deposit, 23—Zhou’an Cu-Ni deposit, 24—Jiajika rare metal ore field, 25—Mofancun prospecting area, 26—Dongshan Pb-Zn deposit, 27—Tongchanghe copper mine, 28—Kafang copper deposit, 30—Zn-Cu deposit in Dachang area, 31—Dachang Sn polymetallic ore deposit, 32—Qingmingshan Cu-Ni sulfide deposit, 33—Debao copper deposit, 34—Fankou lead–zinc deposit, 35—Huangshaping-Liaojiawan Ag-Pb-Zn polymetallic ore deposit, 36—Renhua uranium exploration area, 37—Hetai ore district, 38—Changkeng gold deposit, 39—Yueyang Ag-Au deposit, 40—Lijiaduan uranium deposit, and 41—Yuexing copper deposit (landscape was modified after Guo et al. [164] and Liu et al. [165]).

Geochemical landscapes with successful field experiments and applications of geogas-carried metal prospecting include karsts, the Gobi Desert, swamps and forest, loesses, humid hills, humid cold mountains, alluvial plains, rainforests, arid hills, arid cold mountains, and canyons. Among them, only one successful case study exists in the alluvial plain and forest swamp landscapes, suggesting that the effectiveness of geogas-carried metal prospecting in such terrain is questionable. Therefore, more field experiments and applications should be conducted for geogas-carried metal prospecting in these two geochemical landscapes.

Geochemical landscapes with no successful field experiments and applications of geogas-carried metal prospecting comprise hilly grassland, deserts, and cold swamps.
Research on the applicability of geogas-carried metal prospecting in hilly grassland has little significance, due to its limited area in China. The desert landscape primarily consists of desert basins (e.g., the Junggar, Tarim, and Qaidam basins). These desert basins are characterized by thick transported covers that comprise various formations with different permeabilities (e.g., permeable sandstone and low-permeability mudstone). The presence of low-permeability rocks likely impedes the vertical transport of geogas and further weakens the effectiveness of geogas-carried metal prospecting. Cold swamp is a typical geochemical landscape in western China and is characterized by aeolian sand accumulation, which may greatly interfere with geochemical exploration [166,167]. Further research should be conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of geogas-carried metal prospecting in cold swamp landscapes, because this method can potentially exclude the influence of aeolian sands. Another issue that should be considered is the presence of permafrost in cold swamp landscapes [168,169], which may act as a barrier during the vertical migration of geogas.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

Our conclusions are as follows:

1. Geogas originates from deep-earth degassing, gases released by ore deposits, and the barometric pumping of atmospheric gases. Additional research is required to quantitatively determine the exact gas source and composition that serve as the dominant carrier gas.

2. NAMEG vary in size, shape, composition, and structure. Subsequent work should be carried out to determine whether NAMEG characteristics can provide useful information on concealed ore deposits.

3. Field experiments and applications in China conclude that geogas-carried metal prospecting is a useful tool for the exploration of concealed ore deposits with burial depths of >800 m in various climate zones and geochemical landscapes, and possible genetic models of NAMEG anomalies were constructed.

4. Magmatic and hydrothermal deposits are the primary ore types in which geogas-carried metal prospecting has been successfully carried out. Further investigating the applicability of geogas-carried metal prospecting for special ore types and geochemical landscapes is required.
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